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1
Introduction

1.1
1.1.1

Dense matter and neutron stars
Equation of state

Neutron stars are defined by extreme physical regimes which cannot be reproduced in terrestrial
laboratories. Neutron star (NS) cores are thought to harbor high-density, neutron-rich, and
potentially strange matter (for recent reviews see Hebeler et al. 2015; Lattimer & Prakash
2016; Chatterjee & Vidaña 2016; Oertel et al. 2017; Baym et al. 2018). The density in the
stellar core may reach up to ten times the nuclear saturation density (of baryon rest mass),
ρsat = 2.8 × 1014 g/cm3 . Stable states of strange matter may either be bound in the form of
hyperons, or deconfined as a mixture of up, down, and strange quarks.
The microphysical behavior of matter under extreme conditions is poorly understood
and difficult to model from first principles.1 Instead, theorists develop phenomenological
models of particle interactions and phase transitions, which must be tested by experiment and
observation. Heavy ion collision experiments explore the high-temperature and lower-density
parts of the nuclear matter phase diagram; NSs, on the other hand, are unique laboratories for
the study of the strong and weak forces in cold, dense matter.
Microphysical particle interactions emerge macroscopically as an equation of state (EOS)
variables. A thermodynamic EOS has the general intensive form f (ε, P, T, . . .) = 0, where
the arguments are state variables of local comoving matter: energy density ε, pressure P,
temperature T, and/or others including entropy density, and particle species number densities2
and chemical potentials. Other quantities such as magnetic pressure and those generalized
under material elasticity may appear. Often, as a first approximation, NSs are treated as

1Although note that calculations at sub-saturation densities (see, e.g., Hebeler et al. 2010), and perturbative QCD
modeling (valid for densities several times higher than the maximum expected in NS cores, see Kurkela et al. 2014)
can impose some constraints on the low- and high-density limits of NS core parameter space.
2Which can also appear in the guise of species fractions and rest mass densities.
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Figure 3 The pressure–density relation (EOS, left) and the corresponding M-R relation (right) for some example models with di↵erent microphysics. NucleFigure 1.1: Figure from Watts et al. (2019) of example equations of state P = P(ρ) of NS core matter
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solutions, each controlled in the exterior domain by parameters such as the total mass7 and
the surface coordinate equatorial radius (both of which are constituted by a background term
associated with a nonrotating star, and a perturbative term at low-order in a small dimensionless
spin parameter; Hartle 1967).
Contemporary knowledge of cold dense matter in NS cores is often formulated as a
constraint on its compressibility, a macroscopic property defined in terms of the gradient of
the EOS (the sound speed; e.g., Lattimer 2012). Every EOS function8 permits stable spacetime
solutions up to a maximum in total mass—associated with a specific central density—beyond
which no stable solutions can exist. The most massive star inferred to exist conditional
on observations (see Section 1.1.2 and beyond) is informative about core compressibility
(Lattimer 2012): the more compressible the core matter, the less massive the most extreme
hydrodynamically stable star (rotating at some frequency) it can support (Stergioulas 2003).
Microphysical calculations reveal that the existence of interesting—even strange—phases
of matter in the core of a NS tend to soften (increase the compressibility of) the EOS (see,
e.g., the hybrid and hyperonic NS EOS and sequences in Figure 1.1, and Bednarek et al.
2012; Zdunik & Haensel 2013; Tolos et al. 2017). Moreover, sharp phase transitions9 would
result in disconnected families (stable sequences or branches) of NSs—or more generally,
supranuclear compact stars—that coexist and whose cores are at least partially in distinct
phases (e.g., Alford et al. 2013; Drago et al. 2014; Drago et al. 2016; Drago & Pagliara 2016;
Alford & Sedrakian 2017; Bhattacharyya et al. 2017). However, many of these theoretical EOS
models can produce10 reasonably massive stars across a range of radii (refer to Figure 1.1). It
is therefore necessary to also gain precise information about stellar radii in order to become
more sensitive to core compressibility. Indeed, the more compressible the core EOS, the
smaller the radius of the most massive star it supports (Stergioulas 2003).11

1.1.2

Radiative phenomena

Radiative NS phenomena provide a unique window onto fundamental physics (for recent
reviews see Miller & Lamb 2016; Özel & Freire 2016). Here we are interested in the
detection of such radiation and the derivation of conditional inferences about the dense matter
EOS.
To formalize this notion, first consider isolated NSs in equilibrium (stable, uniformlyrotating, axisymmetric, equatorially reflection symmetric) whose exterior spacetimes are
stationary and asymptotically-flat (Misner et al. 1973). General exact closed-form exterior
7Sometimes referred to as the gravitational mass.
8Corresponding to a parameter vector for a parameterized model.
9The hybrid EOSs in Figure 1.1 are (albeit sub-optimal) examples—there is an effective density discontinuity as
a function of pressure, leading to stable sharp interfaces within a hybrid star.
10With some theoretical caveats and uncertainties regarding formation channels, especially for massive strange
quark stars that are far less compact than NSs (e.g., Drago et al. 2014; Bhattacharyya et al. 2017).
11The radius is also dependent to a much smaller degree on the compressibility of the crust EOS (Koranda et al.
1997; Read et al. 2009).
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solutions to the Einstein field equations12 that match smoothly and exactly to numerical
interior solutions are not known for such objects (see, e.g., Berti & Stergioulas 2004). An
observer may decompose an exterior spacetime solution into a parameter set P (of countably
infinite cardinality) whose values uniquely relate spacetime structure to the global distribution
of source stress-energy (see, e.g., Thorne 1980); the set P may be constructed from source
multipole moments (e.g, the total mass, the spin angular momentum, the spin-induced mass
quadrupole, and so on) and parameters that describe the closed inner-boundary of the exterior
spatial domain over which the solution is valid (e.g., the coordinate equatorial radius, the
surface coordinate ellipticity, and so on).
For inspiralling compact object binaries13 the exterior spacetime of the binary is nonstationary because the system is rotating and non-axisymmetric: gravitational wave radiation
drives (secular) evolution of the exterior spacetime structure (e.g., Misner et al. 1973). Nevertheless, once finite-size effects become important to post-Newtonian wave generation, the
relevant tidally-induced spacetime moments of a NS in such a binary can be calculated via
an external quadrupolar tidal field perturbation on a stationary spacetime (see Yagi & Yunes
2017a, and references therein). Indeed, the definition of the set P can be expanded to include
global (wave) source properties such as binary tidal deformabilities.
An observer may make measurements of photons and/or material particles whose worldlines encode information about P. Such worldlines can provide either: (i) a direct connection
to the source—i.e, a past subset of the worldline is contained in the near-field region); or (ii) an
indirect connection to the source via, e.g., the photon-mediated manifestation of gravitational
waves (in a laser interferometric detector such as LIGO; Pitkin et al. 2011) in non-stationary
spacetimes, or Cherenkov radiation (e.g., Cherenkov Telescope Array Consortium et al. 2019).
Further, the observer may then probabilistically infer a subset of P, conditioned on some
informative set of such observations and all model assumptions (including, e.g., general relativistic gravity), as an indirect probe of microphysical processes that are manifest in the
macroscopic nature of the source matter.
It follows that one can constrain microphysical and/or macroscopic properties of dense
matter—particularly in NS cores—via its effect on global spacetime structure and in turn
on messenger radiation that has propagated through that spacetime and been detected using
instrumentation. The constraints14 are of a likelihood-based (i.e., statistical) nature, and thus
defined as some probabilistic measure that is conditional on fixed observational data, and
is also a function of—or otherwise pertains to—free model parameters.15 Suppose that we
can statistically estimate total masses and surface coordinate radii for each member of some
observed population of stars whose core densities span some sufficiently broad range. We can
then in principle recast that information into knowledge about a shared, parameterized core
EOS, and hence make inferential statements about the microphysics (Özel & Psaltis 2009;
12Throughout this thesis the continuity constraint is implicit in this system of equations.
13Here we are specifically interested in black hole–NS and NS-NS binaries.
14Or measurements, or estimates.
15See, e.g., Section 4.2.2 for an more specific example of the probabilistic measures we put into practice in this
thesis.
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Steiner et al. 2010, 2013; Nättilä et al. 2016a; Özel et al. 2016b; Raithel et al. 2017; Riley
et al. 2018; Raaijmakers et al. 2018; Greif et al. 2019); the parameters could in principle
be explicitly microphysical (e.g., Tolos et al. 2017), explicitly macroscopic (e.g., Read et al.
2009), or in principle a mixture (e.g., Steiner et al. 2013).

1.1.3

Contemporary and future telescopes

Statistically constraining the dense matter EOS via the astrophysical study of NSs is a major
goal for current observational facilities: particularly for NASA’s Neutron Star Interior Composition Explorer (NICER; Gendreau et al. 2016) and the gravitational wave interferometers
Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo (Abbott et al. 2017). It is also a major science driver for
the planned Square Kilometre Array radio telescope (Watts et al. 2015) and proposals for the
next generation of large-area X-ray timing telescopes (Watts et al. 2016), such as the enhanced
X-ray Timing and Polarimetry mission (eXTP; Zhang et al. 2019; Watts et al. 2019) and the
NASA Spectroscopic Time-Resolving Observatory for Broadband Energy X-rays Probe-class
Study (STROBE-X; Ray et al. 2019). The radiative phenomena (to be) observed by such
telescopes can be synergistic probes of: (i) the EOS, from core to crust, of the source matter within a common target star, supposing the star exhibits (contemporaneous) detectable
multi-waveband and/or multi-messenger emission; and (ii) more powerfully, the EOS shared
by core matter in a set of observed stars.
Tightly constrained, high NS masses can effectively exclude16 a subset of EOS function
space, barring strong contention with future analyses of independently acquired data. The
strongest statistical constraints on NS masses are derived by timing radio pulsars in (compact)
binaries, and rely on our well-established understanding of relativistic orbital dynamics. The
most informative pulsars in this regard are PSR J0348+0432, with mass 2.01 ± 0.04 M (Antoniadis et al. 2013, wherein the mass is derived by combining pulsar timing and models of
the white dwarf companion), and PSR J1614−2230 with mass 1.908 ± 0.016 M (Arzoumanian et al. 2018, where the mass is derived via Shapiro delay estimation).17 More recently,
Cromartie et al. (2019) have reported a higher—but at present more uncertain—mass of
2.17+0.11
−0.10 M for PSR J0740+6620.18 The EOS functions displayed in Figure 1.1 can all
support a ∼ 2 M star, but without this information, the core EOS function space is restricted
by nuclear physics theory and terrestrial experiments at lower-densities (near nuclear satura16In a Bayesian context, by truncating the mass likelihood function only far into the tails, leading to a finite but small
marginal posterior density for EOSs that do have substantially smaller maximum supported masses. Interpretation
of information in radio pulsar mass likelihood functions is commonly inaccurate due to non-compliance with the
notion of Bayesian updating: posterior EOS information derived from such a mass likelihood function would be
informative in the context of future updating, which does not negate the need for accurate likelihood interpretation,
but instead justifies it. In other words, ad-hoc likelihood interpretation leads to censorship of independent likelihood
information—independent scientists would not permitted to speak freely about EOS models conditional on their data.
17Note that PSR J1614−2230 was initially reported as having mass 1.97 ± 0.04 (Demorest et al. 2010); the
inferences have since been updated via analysis of newly-acquired data.
18Note however that the Cromartie et al. (2019) measurement is not subject to the systematic uncertainty that should
be—but is not—added to the formal uncertainty on the mass of PSR J0348+0432 due to the latter’s dependence on
theoretical models of white dwarf evolution.
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tion density, Lattimer 2012; Hebeler et al. 2013) and at much higher densities (Kurkela et al.
2014), resulting in a higher-complexity function space a priori.
Radio pulsar timing of compact binaries has yet to deliver a radius constraint, although this
is feasible and indeed anticipated, via moment of inertia estimation (Kramer & Wex 2009).
There are however constraints on radius via X-ray spectral modeling of transiently-accreting
and bursting NSs (see, e.g., Steiner et al. 2013; Özel et al. 2016b; Nättilä et al. 2017; Shaw et al.
2018; Baillot d’Etivaux et al. 2019); we refer the reader to Miller (2013) and Özel & Freire
(2016) for detailed reviews that include an explanation of these X-ray modeling techniques
and the associated uncertainties—including both statistical estimates conditional on specific
models, and potential systematic model error. Generally, joint mass-radius estimates are yet to
collectively achieve the total precision needed for synergy19 with the information collectively
encoded in: the ∼ 2 M radio pulsar constraints; laboratory experimental constraints near
nuclear saturation density; and theoretical nuclear physics prior restrictions near nuclear
saturation density and at densities beyond those in NS cores. Marginal radius estimates (i.e.,
likelihood functions with ulterior model parameters integrated out) that make little or no
reference to nuclear physics are broad; collectively—and in some cases individually—they
span a wide range, from ∼ 7 km up to ∼ 15 km (e.g., section 3 of Özel & Freire 2016).
Mass and tidal deformability estimates are now also being reported based on the gravitational wave observation of the first detected NS-NS merger event, GW170817 (Abbott et al.
2017, 2018; De et al. 2018; Abbott et al. 2019). These can be translated, usually by means
of universal20 relations or EOS model assumptions, into constraints on mass and radius (see
e.g., Abbott et al. 2018; De et al. 2018; Annala et al. 2018; Most et al. 2018; Tews et al.
2018b; Abbott et al. 2019). Generally, assuming that both NSs have the same EOS, it is found
that their radii are nearly equal and (for the 68% credible interval) have the common value
11.9 ± 1.1 km. In the future, the gravitational wave community aims to gain more information
via population-level analyses; we direct the reader to Lackey & Wade (2015, and references
therein) for a theoretical discussion of EOS inference given gravitational wave observations
of a population of NS-NS inspiral events (including detector forecasts).
Our primary focus in this thesis is the modeling of X-ray emission by NSs that are not
deformed by the external tidal field of another compact object and whose spacetimes are
effectively stationary. For this reason we opt not to treat or discuss tidal deformabilities in
any detail; this would require discussion of viscous tidal heating during inspiral, and thus the
validity of the assumption of a shared, cold EOS. By restricting ourselves to stars that are not
deformed by the tidal fields of other compact objects, we lose generality but enable a simpler
treatment.

19E.g., in the sense that posterior information contribution is remarkable.
20Meaning the emergence of hydrodynamic insensitivity of global spacetime solutions in general relativistic gravity
to the detailed functional form of the EOS within a given family for which a library of (numerical exact) solutions
are computed (e.g., Yagi et al. 2014; Yagi & Yunes 2017b).
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1.1.4

X-ray pulse-profile modeling

To revolutionize our state of knowledge, observational missions are targeting far more precise
radius measurements than have been possible as of writing. One avenue to achieve this is
X-ray pulse-profile modeling:21 a time-domain technique that probes (approximations to)
general relativistic effects on (thermal) emission from hot regions on22 a rotating NS surface.
Examples of sources to which pulse-profile modeling is applicable include: (i) rotationpowered X-ray MSPs (e.g., Bogdanov 2013), the primary targets of the NICER mission;
(ii) accretion-powered X-ray MSPs (Patruno & Watts 2012; Salmi et al. 2018); and (iii)
thermonuclear burst oscillation sources (Watts 2012).
The mapping of surface emission into a signal incident at the position of a distant observer,
via ray-tracing through the exterior spacetime of a rapidly rotating (and hence oblate) star, is
well-understood (Pechenick et al. 1983; Miller & Lamb 1998; Poutanen & Gierliński 2003;
Poutanen & Beloborodov 2006; Cadeau et al. 2007; Morsink et al. 2007; Bauböck et al. 2013a;
AlGendy & Morsink 2014; Psaltis & Özel 2014; Nättilä & Pihajoki 2018; Vincent et al. 2018;
Bogdanov et al. 2019, submitted to ApJLb). The relevant effects may be distilled into: local
radiation beaming23 due to bulk motion of material on the rotationally-deformed surface,24 and
subsequent ray propagation on the exterior spacetime. Ray propagation includes the canonical
bending of light, gravitational redshift, and the (increasingly) smaller imprints of rotational
deformation of the exterior spacetime metric away from spherical symmetry: frame-dragging,
a finite mass quadrupole moment, and higher-order (mass and current) multipole moments.
Given a (parameterized) model for the surface emission (e.g., a geometrically thin atmosphere of some chemical and ionic composition together with a local comoving effective
temperature field as a function of surface coordinates) and a solution for the exterior spacetime, one can propagate radiation from the surface to a distant observer and thus simulate
to high accuracy the flux and spectrum of X-ray emission expected to be registered by their
telescope. As the star spins, the emission is modulated in a periodic manner: we can determine the rotational phase evolution of pulsars precisely and build up a pulse-profile (X-ray
counts per rotational phase bin per detector channel) by phase-folding X-ray events according
to an ephemeris. A key difference from X-ray spectral modeling is that pulse-profile modeling
involves phase-resolved spectroscopy; spectral modeling is phase-averaged, and does not fully
leverage the temporal dimension of information provided by stellar rotation.
We refer the reader to Figure 1.2 and Figure 1.3 for vizualization of the deformation
of NS images—and thus X-ray pulsation signals—due to both gravitation and rotation. A
more diverse array of rotational effects on observable X-ray signals have been reported in the
literature (recently, Bauböck et al. 2012, 2013b,a, 2015; Nättilä & Pihajoki 2018; Vincent
21Also referred to in the literature as waveform modeling or light-curve modeling.
22Or in the near vicinity of, and corotating with.
23Note that local effective gravity in local comoving frames (instantaneously inertial during rotation) also enters
calculation of atmospheric beaming of radiation emergent from the local comoving photosphere.
24Where for statistical applications the surface is either self-consistently computed via matching to a numerical
interior solution to the field equations, or is embedded via a quasi-universal relation in an ambient spacetime solution
(for an overview see, e.g., Chapter 2 and the references therein).
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Figure 1.2: Continued on the next page.
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Figure 1.2: Spatially-resolved images of toy NS photospheres for three exterior spacetime solutions:

Minkowski (M), Schwarzschild (S), and Hartle-Thorne (HT; Hartle 1967; Hartle & Thorne 1968). The
sense of rotation of surface plasma is indicated, where φ denotes rotational phase; we display the images
for four rotational phases. The viewing direction is just off equatorial. The same oblate surface embedded
in each ambient spacetime, with the caveat that for a rotating spacetime (HT), the azimuthal and temporal
coordinates become inexorably coupled in their specification of manifold geometry. The rendered surface
radiation field is completely specified by a field of local comoving blackbody temperatures denoted by
T; the temperature field is a random realization of a spherical harmonic power spectrum, with color
corresponding to the redshifted temperature at the image plane. Note that if we chose to instead
render specific photon or energy intensity at the image plane, the brightness asymmetry due to both
temperature and rotation would generally be amplified—see for instance figure 15 of James et al. (2015).
The temperature field is non-evolving in a coordinate chart which co-rotates with the plasma. One
could loosely imagine a surface radiation field, whose asymmetric spatial structure is commensurate
with that rendered, being rotationally modulated over a number of cycles during a thermonuclear X-ray
burst, resulting in oscillations (see Watts 2012, and the discussion in Section 1.2.1). The spacelike
meridional curve of the surface, the dimensionless spin parameter, and the mass quadrupole moment
are all adopted from the approximate universality relations of AlGendy & Morsink (2014) valid in the
slow-rotation regime (Hartle 1967). The HT metric is transformed into the quasi-Kerr metric (Psaltis
& Johannsen 2012; Bauböck et al. 2012) for ray-tracing. The dashed closed curve in the lower-left HT
panel delineates the boundary of the ST image when the lowest order rotational deformations to the
exterior metric are neglected; the deformations are exaggerated here to ensure the effects are discernible,
being calculated for a reasonably fast spinning ∼ 600 Hz star.

et al. 2018). Rotational metric-deformation is difficult to account for in practice, whilst
accounting only for rotational deformation of the surface may well be at least as important
and is more tractable (Morsink et al. 2007, and, for proof of tractability, Chapter 4). We will
return below to a discussion on the feasibility of accounting for rotational metric-deformation
in contemporary statistical inference applications.
An inherent component of an X-ray pulsation model is a likelihood function of parameters;
from a Bayesian perspective of probabilistic inference, a prior probability (density) function
of parameters is also an inherent component of a model. A primary aim of the work featured in
this thesis is to couple a computationally efficient software implementation of such a Bayesian
pulsation model to statistical sampling software, in order to draw samples from a Bayesian
posterior probability (density) function of parameters, defined as proportional to a product
of likelihood and prior functions. Executing such a sampling process on a high-performance
computing system, one is able, given pulse-profile data, to directly estimate either: (i) exterior
spacetime parameters (at lowest order, the gravitational mass and the surface coordinate radius,
e.g., Lo et al. 2013; Miller & Lamb 2015; Salmi et al. 2018); or (ii) interior source-matter
parameters (e.g., EOS parameters and central density). A useful alternative in practice to the
latter is to estimate interior parameters given some set of nuisance-marginalized likelihood
functions of exterior parameters (Steiner et al. 2010; Raaijmakers et al. 2018; Greif et al.
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Figure 1.3: Toy graphics made for Watts et al. (2019) to illustrate: (i) the difference between a nongravitating and a gravitating star (i.e., zero total mass versus & M ), manifest to a distant observer in
the form of the pulsing X-ray signal (top panels); and (ii) the difference between gravitating stars with
different surface coordinate radii, neglecting rotational deformation of the exterior metric away from
spherical symmetry. The surface of the non-gravitating and gravitating stars is the same oblate 2-surface
is embedded in coordinate time hyperslices foliating the spacetime. When increasing the mass (top) or
radius (bottom), all other toy model parameters are fixed; these parameters control the exterior spacetime
and the surface radiation field (the photosphere). The spatially-resolved images in the right panels are
computed at a moderately distant (∼ 105 gravitational radii defined for the stars with finite mass) image
plane. Note that there is no reference to real observational data being made here.
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2019). Each of these inference workflow variants is discussed theoretically by Riley et al.
(2018, and featured in Chapter 2).
Pulse-profile modeling was a founding technique for NICER, a NASA soft X-ray telescope
installed on the International Space Station in 2017. The principal NICER mission objective is
the joint estimation of mass and radius for each in a set of nearby—but relatively faint—X-ray
millisecond pulsars (MSPs) that are rotation-powered. NICER targets soft X-ray pulsations
from hot thermally-emitting surface regions25 (e.g., Bogdanov 2013). Pulse-profile modeling
is also the core technique for dense matter studies with proposed large-area hard X-ray
telescope concepts (Watts et al. 2016) such as the enhanced X-ray Timing Polarimeter (eXTP;
Zhang et al. 2019; Watts et al. 2019) and the Spectroscopic Time-Resolving Observatory for
Broadband Energy X-rays (STROBE-X; Ray et al. 2019). These larger-area missions will target
pulsations from accretion-powered X-ray pulsars (Patruno & Watts 2012) and thermonuclear
burst oscillation sources (Watts 2012). We also remark that a future imaging telescope such
as the Athena X-ray Observatory (Barcons et al. 2017) would be synergistic for pulse-profile
modeling with eXTP, STROBE-X, and even archival NICER data, despite it not being a core
technique driving the Athena science design. Athena promises to advance beyond a telescope
such as XMM-Newton used, e.g., by Bogdanov & Grindlay (2009) and Bogdanov (2013) for
spectral-timing of rotation-powered X-ray MSPs (see Section 4.4 for further discussion).
For the pulse-profile modeling technique to deliver tight constraints on mass and radius,
rapid spin (& 100 Hz) is desirable (Psaltis et al. 2014; Miller & Lamb 2015; Stevens et al. 2016),
and one needs high-quality phase- and energy-resolved pulse profiles with time resolution
≤ 10µs and a large number of photons. The precise number of photons needed to deliver
constraints on mass and radius at levels of a few percent—and by extension tight constraints
on EOS models—depends on the geometry of a given source, but is ∼ 106 pulsed photons
(Lo et al. 2013; Psaltis et al. 2014; Miller & Lamb 2015). For the brightest of the rotationpowered MSPs targeted by NICER, it is feasible to collect sufficient data with observation
times ∼ 1 Ms. Indeed, NICER’s principal science targets are these MSPs and the mission will
continue to accrue photon event data sets of unprecedented quality, of which Figure 1.4 is a
prime example; moreover, in Figure 1.5 and Figure 1.6 we display graphics courtesy of the
NICER mission which are telling of the focus on these rotation-powered MSPs.
The hot regions on rotation-powered MSPs in theory arise as magnetospheric currents—
including return currents—deposit energy in the surface layers of the star; the resulting
surface radiation field is, however, highly uncertain a priori for a given system (the star and
its magnetospheric vicinity) due to sensitivity to initial conditions and boundary conditions
that are themselves highly uncertain (Harding & Muslimov 2001; Gralla et al. 2017; Bauböck
et al. 2019). NICER pulse-profile modeling can therefore also help to constrain the characteristics of the hot regions—e.g., the shapes, including interior and exterior boundaries,
supposing that they are constructed from closed radiating regions, perhaps with uniform local
comoving emission properties (e.g., Bogdanov & Grindlay 2009; Bogdanov 2013). More
25Interpreted, for instance, as the vicinities of polar caps where magnetospheric particle currents heat the surface
material.
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generally, pulse-profile modeling is a probe of the spatial structure of the surface radiation
field. Ultimately however, we are limited in our sensitivity to the detailed spatial structure—
especially on smaller angular scales with respect to the stellar origin—because the MSPs are
point sources; if additional complexity is unhelpful in the context of a likelihood function,
(continuous) degeneracy will tellingly emerge a posteriori.
Various studies on the importance of NS rotation on observable phenomena (e.g., Berti
et al. 2005; Bauböck et al. 2012, 2013b,a, 2015; Nättilä & Pihajoki 2018; Vincent et al.
2018) have concluded that certain effects—on certain signals, for certain spin frequency
ranges, for certain system and observer configurations—are important given some sufficiently
sensitive future instrumentation. These studies predominantly operate on a theoretical and
computational level without bandwidth for the detailed consideration of complications of
modeling real data—some of which inevitably manifest during the modeling. Indeed, there
exist two remarkable barriers that may preclude the usage of computational models which
include some degree of rotational metric-deformation: (i) justification, in the form of a
forecast26 based on cruder27 statistical modeling of real data, that one would be sensitive to
certain rotational effects; (ii) evidence that inclusion of the effects is tractable in large-scale
statistical sampling processes.
Universal relations promise to reduce the complexity of any parameter subspace defined
to control the exterior spacetime solution (e.g., Yagi & Yunes 2013; Bauböck et al. 2013a;
AlGendy & Morsink 2014; Yagi & Yunes 2017b), thus increasing the tractability of statistical
estimation of EOS behavior; however, tractability is a function of the total dimensionality of the
problem at hand. There are, in general, many a priori unknown or weakly constrained facets
of both the target system and other nuisance sources of radiation, whose effects may preclude
sensitivity to the signature of rotational metric-deformation. Ultimately, the dimensionality
of the sampling space28 is at a minimum ∼ 10, and the total number of CPU core hours is
large—i.e., requiring time granted on high-performance systems. Just how many core hours,
and the wall-time, is somewhat unpredictable, depending strongly on: (i) the a priori unknown
detailed likelihood function structure in parameter space; (ii) the general performance and
scalability of algorithmic tools used to map the likelihood function; and (iii) the amenability of
those tools to the problem at hand. Contemporary benchmarks (Section 1.2.4 and Chapter 4)
for energy-resolved X-ray pulse-profile modeling are, loosely, O(107 –108 ) likelihood function
evaluations in O(104 –105 ) core hours—i.e., in a non-negligible fraction of a € O(104 –105 )
grant on a high-performance system. The typical time for a single-threaded process to
evaluate the likelihood function must thus be O(100 ) s. Moreover, computation can parallelize
reasonably efficiently up to at least O(103 ) cores depending on the problem, thus permitting
wall-times of O(100 –101 ) weeks.
Numerous pulse-profile codes have been used in the literature (see, e.g., Poutanen &
Gierliński 2003; Bhattacharyya et al. 2005; Cadeau et al. 2005; Poutanen & Beloborodov
26E.g., in the form of Fisher information or some approximation thereof.
27I.e., neglecting rotational metric-deformation but retaining rotational deformation of the surface at low-order.
28After analytic or numerical marginalisation of other parameters, where relevant.
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Figure 1.4: Phase-folded and binned NICER event data acquired via observation of the rotation-powered

X-ray MSP PSR J0030+0451 for ∼ 1.94 Ms. The count numbers are split identically over two rotational
cycles in a contiguous subset of detector channels. The top panel displays the pulse-profile summed
over the channels. The bottom panel displays the phase-channel resolved count numbers. We model this
specific pulse-profile data in Chapter 4.

2006; Cadeau et al. 2007; Lo et al. 2013; Bogdanov 2013; Psaltis & Özel 2014; Miller
& Lamb 2015; Mahmoodifar & Strohmayer 2016; Stevens et al. 2016; Salmi et al. 2018;
Bogdanov et al. 2019, submitted to ApJLb), however none of those that would be clearly
tractable for use in large-scale statistical sampling applications are known to be open source.
A possible exception is bender (Nättilä & Pihajoki 2018), an open-source code with pulseprofile functionality that uses the image-plane formalism to enable both approximate and
exact inclusion of low-order rotational deformation of the surface and metric; integration
via image-plane discretization, however, is generally more expensive than discretization of a
radiating surface embedded in a coordinate-time level-surfaces (hyperslices) of an ambient
spherically-symmetric spacetime.
Beyond software designed and optimized for NS pulse-profile simulation, there also exist
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Figure 1.5: An X-ray count-integrated sky map of NICER observations. The primary science targets, of which there
are a number of rotation-powered X-ray MSPs, manifest as bright nodes, connected by slew-tracks across the X-ray sky.
The pulsar PSR J0030+0451, whose associated pulse-profile data is displayed in Figure 1.4, is the bright far-right node.
Image credit: NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center & the NICER mission (http://svs.gsfc.nasa.gov/13214).

Figure 1.6: Graph of unique NICER observations over the first 17 months of science operations. Most of the black
points denote an observation of a rotation-powered X-ray MSP, which are the principal science targets but are far
fainter than the other targets: black hole systems, an ultra-luminous X-ray pulsar, an extra-galactic candidate tidal
disruption event, and a calibration source (the Crab). The dotted line denotes a space-to-ground event telemetry
saturation limit. Image credit: NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center & the NICER mission (https://heasarc.
gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/nicer/science_nuggets/20190103.html).
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several general purpose29 CPU-based ray-tracing codes, for instance gyoto by Vincent et al.
(2011)—see also Vincent et al. (2018)—and arcmancer by Pihajoki et al. (2018). Several
GPU-accelerated codes exist that are general purpose in some respects, but are limited to
Kerr30 or Kerr-like31 spacetimes with a focus on black hole simulation: e.g., the GRay
code of Chan et al. (2013); and the Odyssey code of Pu et al. (2016). Open-sourced CPU
algorithms for pulse-profile computation remain valuable however: we have yet to transition
into an era where GPU-acceleration of numerical algorithms is commonplace, and it is unclear
whether employing such hardware for likelihood function evaluation can achieve a sufficiently
remarkable advancement over CPUs to warrant use in large-scale statistical applications.
Whilst pulse-profile likelihood function evaluation can be accelerated via ray-tracing on GPUs,
there is a performance floor demarcated by fast CPU-based likelihood implementations that
invoke spacetime symmetries—i.e., justifiable truncation of the spacetime structure of rotating
stars. Only at the time of writing are these implementations being embedded in large-scale
statistical sampling applications for execution on high-performance computing systems.

1.2

Thesis outline and summary

In Section 1.2.1 we contextualize this thesis. In Section 1.2.2 through Section 1.2.4 we
introduce the material in the constituent chapters.

1.2.1

The overarching problem

The research reported in this thesis arose naturally from a project aimed at—and thus funded
for—dense matter study based on flux oscillations detected during thermonuclear X-ray bursts
(see Watts 2012, for a physical and observational review of these phenomena, which below
we consider only briefly). A thermonuclear burster is a NS that accretes matter from a noncompact low-mass binary companion star, leading to a luminous but non-catastrophic X-ray
transient event that is far shorter than the accretion timescale.
Bursts are dynamical processes on O(100 –101 ) s observational timescales (Galloway et al.
2008). For all such transients the brightness sharply amplifies (the rise) and subsequently
decays over a longer timescale (the tail). Often, for a subset of bursting sources and a subset
of their bursts, oscillations can both appear and disappear during brightness amplification
and into the tail, coupled to which is fractional amplitude evolution; moreover, the frequency
29In terms of application flexibility: analytical exterior or numerical global spacetime solutions; respecting
arbitrary opaque and/or radiating embedded 2-surfaces; arbitrary coordinate charts and even on-the-fly transformation
between charts to handle local difficulties; radiative transfer, including polarization; and calculation of various signals
registered by distant observers.
30Where the hardware shift improves upon the performance of an efficient CPU-based Kerr black hole radiative
transfer code such as GRTRANS (Dexter 2016), which in turn implements Geokerr (Dexter & Agol 2009).
31I.e., Kerr spacetime with deviation in the mass quadrupole moment (Glampedakis & Babak 2006; Psaltis
& Johannsen 2012; Bauböck et al. 2012) derived from the Hartle (1967); Hartle & Thorne (1968) rotational
perturbations—at second order in a small dimensionless spin parameter—to the metric of a nonrotating star. Refer
back to Figure 1.2.
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of oscillations, when detectable, can drift by O(100 ) Hz. For comprehensive and uniform
data-mining of the Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer archive for burst oscillations, refer to Bilous
& Watts (2018). Concurrent theory focuses on mechanisms for the ignition and propagation
of runaway thermonuclear burning of accreted plasma on the stellar surface, leading to
rotationally-modulated radiative asymmetries (e.g., Spitkovsky et al. 2002; Heyl 2004; Piro
& Bildsten 2005; Cavecchi et al. 2011, 2013, 2016, 2017; Garcia et al. 2018a,b; Chambers
et al. 2018; Zingale et al. 2018; Chambers et al. 2019).
In the course of time, the original higher-level aim of using thermonuclear burst oscillations
to probe the dense matter EOS was, needless to say, supplanted by a set of more fundamental
problems that needed to be addressed in order to make tangible progress. These problems
generally lie at the interface of physical theory and observation: an interface language,
likelihood-based statistics, is thus necessary.
Bayesian statistics is popular in related fields—e.g., it is practised extensively by the
gravitational wave community, and more broadly, in precision cosmology. Modern, highperformance software tools for general-purpose Bayesian computation exist and are open
source. The popularity (diverse usage) of such tools and techniques is a function of robustness,
accessibility, flexibility, and extensibility. In order to leverage such resources, we adopt a
Bayesian perspective throughout for the generation of telescope data.
A corollary is that such a perspective is deemed fully appropriate for the problems at hand.
Indeed, the conjecture of a universally shared NS cold supranuclear EOS32 is a powerful
example: a Bayesian formulation of radiative phenomena can naturally assign probabilities
to physical models given formulation of shared EOS parameters in terms of a realization of
a multidimensional random process. Despite the useful features of a Bayesian perspective, it
is not by consensus considered an objective and complete solution to the problem of defining
a framework for modeling of all real physical processes; debates generally focus on the
philosophy and practice of prior specification, which is considered frequently in this thesis.
Nevertheless, it is a framework that is demonstrably powerful when looking to other modern
astrophysical fields for guidance.
Much of this thesis focuses on the statistical formulation of pulse-profile modeling in terms
of mathematical objects, and on subsequent computation via interfacing of those objects with
open-source engines for probabilistic integration via sampling.33 In order for this process to
be tractable, there are practical restrictions on likelihood function formulation that we need to
be highly cognizant of. Unsurprisingly, comprehensive physical models of thermonuclear Xray bursts with efficient software implementations for signal generation—and thus likelihood
evaluation—do not yet exist. Indeed, it is principally due to such considerations that we
32To within some tolerance that increases as density decreases (i.e., towards the crust), and accounts for perturbative
effects such as finiteness of temperature, magnetic fields, and accretion history.
33As a foreword, different notation for such objects is used in the constituent chapters; Chapter 2 in particular uses
clearly different notation, but is also broader in theoretical scope than both Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. Whilst we could
in principle edit the notation to approach global consistency, it is arguably useful for visual association of objects
with a certain chapter and thus journal article. In other practical terms, it would also require detailed editing and the
reproduction of a subset of figures using certain notational elements.
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deviate from the aim of constraining the dense matter EOS given burst-oscillation data; the
divergence, however, is largely superficial because the simplifications involved appear to be
necessary components of any future study aiming to leverage information encoded in such
data, or are at least crucial for informing the design of such a study.
Rotation-powered MSPs, on the other hand, generate pulsations that are stable over many
rotational periods constituting far longer timescales; it follows that these MSPs are a natural
baseline for developing infrastructure for pulse-profile modeling, before graduating to the
study of more daunting sources. Time-translation symmetry of a signal generated by one
rotation of a star is a key notion: such a signal can be computationally resolved—to a
degree appropriate for leveraging advanced spectral-timing telescopes—by a single-threaded
process in a non-prohibitive time. It follows that if a model constructed using time-translation
symmetry is found to generate synthetic data structured similarly to observed data, then
statistical modeling was clearly tractable.
We focus on the formulation and execution of data-driven modeling, and the creation
of a software package to do so. Consequently, beyond the radiative processes required for
(arguably primitive) X-ray pulse-profile models, there is little remaining bandwidth for the
vast majority of physical processes pertaining to NSs. As a telling example, it precludes any
detailed treatment or even consideration of microphysical processes (interaction of ensembles
of subatomic and fundamental particles) that may govern the dense matter EOS; indeed,
we proceed almost entirely without reference to such physics,34 instead merely considering
an EOS model in part as some space of R → R, ε 7→ P functions that adhere to certain
physical conditions,35 and that are operated on in general relativistic gravity. There has been
a large body of work on the effective representation of detailed microphysical EOS with
simple parameterized functional forms (e.g., Read et al. 2009), but we avoid digressing into
discussion of the origin for such models.
Upon commencement of this research, the infrastructure for pulse-profile modeling was
far from complete. And that remains true as of writing. We have made some progress towards
a coherent modeling framework, and towards tailored software that will be open-sourced
with publication of Chapter 3 of this thesis for continued development in the public domain.
A headline objective of the original project proposal was to investigate—in the context of
a known true data generating process—systematic bias in NS joint posterior mass-radius
estimates due to inaccurate treatment of nuisance physics in a (burst oscillation) pulse-profile
model. In an arguably roundabout way we have explicitly demonstrated via analysis of real
NICER data that such estimates are indeed sensitive to the model assumed for the surface
radiation field, and that simultaneously, multiple such models may generate synthetic data
structured like real data—at least as determined by a human performing graphical inspection.
Such a finding is arguably of greater utility in practice than any similar conclusion derived in
34Manifest in the overt brevity of Section 1.1.1.
35The physical
p conditions namely being local hydrodynamic stability and causality, meaning that the sound speed
satisfies 0 < dP/dε < c (e.g., Lattimer 2012), with some caveats regarding discontinuous or non-differentiable
P 7→ ε functions which represent an EOS with a sharp phase transition (e.g., Alford et al. 2013).
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the theoretical context of a known true data generating process.
We now have the basic capability to start modeling stars such as rotation-powered MSPs
that generate highly stable signals. Alas, our current capabilities are objectively primitive:
there are many open problems to address even for such stars. Beyond that, the pulse-profile
modeling framework needs to be developed to be applicable to stars that generate signals that
are dynamic on short timescales; only then will we be able to harness the full potential of nearfuture telescope missions for the study of exotic matters. The work requires access to advanced
facilities such as NICER; open-source tools and public archives; access to high-performance
computer systems; and above all, a healthy and diverse team for cognition.

1.2.2

Chapter 2

The driving motivation for this work is the need for a theoretical generalization of highenergy astrophysical literature on the inference of a shared EOS, in particular that of: Özel &
Psaltis (2009); Steiner et al. (2010, 2013); Lattimer & Steiner (2014a,b); Özel et al. (2016b);
Nättilä et al. (2016b); Raithel et al. (2017); Alsing et al. (2017). Collectively, these authors
addressed the need to express knowledge of model parameters probabilistically, conditioned
on observational data sets. However, there remains work to be done to rigorously understand
the relations between various approaches from a probability-theoretic perspective. At its heart,
this work examines the space on which we should define a joint prior probability (density)
distribution when sets of parameters defined within a theory (general relativistic gravity) are
deterministically related; a review of the state of the high-energy EOS inference field is then
offered in the context of a generalized framework.

1.2.3

Chapter 3

Given the interest in X-ray pulse-profile modeling from the scientific community, it is useful
to develop open-source software that can be freely used to: (i) inform mission and survey
design, for instance via statistical forecasting of performance given astrophysical models and
instrument models; and (ii) statistically analyze acquired observational data. In this chapter
we document the open-source X-ray Pulsation Simulation and Inference (X-PSI) software
package,36 designed for Bayesian spectral-timing of X-ray pulsations generated by the rotating,
radiating surfaces of NSs. The priority driving our algorithm and software development is to
build a streamlined package for statistical applications; it is thus necessary to settle on some
compromise between computational cost, model sophistication, flexibility for customization,
and robustness. We target usage on high-performance computing systems in order to perform
Bayesian parameter estimation by interfacing numerical likelihood functions with popular
open-source sampling software.
En route to X-PSI, we considered two aforementioned types of discretization of the
computational domain: surface discretization for likelihood implementations; and image36Specifically, v0.1; https://github.com/ThomasEdwardRiley/xpsi.
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plane discretization for cross-checking pulse-profile integration algorithms, for inclusion of
low-order rotational perturbations to the metric, and for visualization purposes. In Chapter 3
we discuss pulse-profile integration for the purpose of efficient statistical computation, but
otherwise direct the reader to the most recent technical documentation available with the XPSI software package for a record of algorithm design and physical details that do not appear
in this thesis.

1.2.4

Chapter 4

We undertake pulse-profile modeling of NICER X-ray Timing Instrument (XTI) observations
of the rotation-powered MSP PSR J0030+0451. Discovered as a radio pulsar by Lommen
et al. (2000) and then identified as an X-ray pulsar (Becker et al. 2000), PSR J0030+0451 has
a spin frequency of 205 Hz and lies at a distance of 325 ± 9 pc (Arzoumanian et al. 2018). In
this work we constrain the total mass and the equatorial radius of the star, respectively defined
as the mass in the Schwarzschild metric and the coordinate radius in the Schwarzschild chart.
There are no independent prior constraints on either mass or radius. In addition, we consider
a sequence of parameterized models for the spatial structure of the surface hot regions; this
sequence is data-driven in the sense that we adjust our model plan based on the emergence
of unhelpful complexity a posteriori. Whilst any parameters controlling the hot regions, for
instance, could be facetiously termed as nuisances from the perspective of learning about dense
matter, any thus-derived marginal inferences about the spacetime structure are conditional on
the nuisance details; moreover, the structure of the hot radiating regions pertains to the pulsar
evolution and emission physics, and is therefore of interest in its own right.
Our analysis uses the X-PSI package (Chapter 3), which couples X-ray pulsation likelihood functionality to open-source statistical sampling software for use on high-performance
computing systems. We apply nested sampling (Skilling 2006) in via MultiNest (Feroz et al.
2009), and report on usage of a 500, 000 core-hour grant on the Dutch national supercomputer
Cartesius.37 The work reported in this chapter represents the first real-world application of
the X-PSI package and contributes to the first joint estimation of mass and radius conditional
on NICER MSP data. It also represents one of the first studies to demonstrate—in the context of pulse-profile modeling—data-driven statistical computation on a larger scale; such a
statement was enabled by privileged access to one of the first advanced X-ray spectral-timing
telescope missions expected to come online in the next decade or so.

1.2.5

Epilogue

Let us briefly indulge in a philosophical perspective of the above. The dense matter whose
physical properties we target is in the closed rooms; and the questions about observed radiative
phenomena are the open doors that invite us in. Supposing the universal existence of the
cold supranuclear EOS, humanity must consider the union of its many questions in order to
37https://userinfo.surfsara.nl/systems/cartesius.
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open a door broad enough for it to step through in unison. By synergizing as a collective,
any dissonance that naturally arises has a basis for finding resolution, perhaps even via
falsification of the aforementioned conjecture of universality. Such a statement is however a
fallacy in practice because the subject is contemporarily esoteric: those amongst us whom
are able to exist whilst concerning ourselves with such matters are, at least in some respects,
privileged.38 Indeed, at the frontier of human knowledge even by-product technological
innovation can insidiously cause at least as much suffering as it—perhaps naively—might
promise to alleviate, especially when an iniquitous society resists economic adaptation. A
reference to humanity as a collective cannot be accepted in this present context: the subset
of people that are cognizant about the subject is not representative upon writing these words,
nor is the subset whom can tangibly benefit from it. We are therefore left with an allegory for
less abstract, more immediate problems facing humanity at present and in the future: to make
meaningful progress on problems that are so fundamentally shared, collective awareness is
required, a corollary of which is diversification and the sharing of resources.

38Not that the reader is privileged to be reading this thesis—perhaps far from it; the main author, however, certainly
is, in almost every conceivable respect.
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